
A. Terms, People, and Places
Fill in the blank in each sentence with the letter of a word, name, or phrase from the box. Not
all the terms in the box will be used. Each can be used only once.

1. A group called wanted to “purify” the Church
of England of Catholic practices. 

2. A small group of advisers to the king became known
as the . 

3. The leader of the Roundheads, , was a skilled
general who later led the English Commonwealth.

4. In a , power is defined and limited by law. 

5. The execution of caused shock waves through-
out Europe. 

B. Main Ideas
Write the letter of the correct answer in the blank provided.

6. Which phrase best describes the Tudor monarchs’ relations with Parlia-
ment?
a. angry and tense c. royal and absolutist
b. respectful and cooperative d. confused and unproductive

7. The Stuart kings claim to absolute power was challenged by
a. the Tudors. c. the Cavaliers.
b. Parliament. d. the Church of England.

8. Which statement best describes the English Civil War?
a. Catholics were defeated. c. The Levellers grew strong.
b. The monarchy won. d. It led to political change.

9. The Restoration refers to
a. the reestablishment of the rule of Parliament.
b. the replacement of the Church of England.
c. the reestablishment of the monarchy.
d. the return of Puritan ideas.

10. What was a result of the Glorious Revolution?
a. The Protestants William and Mary replaced the Catholic James II.
b. Oliver Cromwell became Lord Protector of England.
c. Parliament was permanently weakened as a governing force.
d. The Scottish Stuart line of monarchs replaced the Tudors.
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Section 3 Quiz

Name Class Date

a. James I
b. dissenter
c. Puritans
d. Charles I
e. Oliver Cromwell
f. English Bill of

Rights
g. limited monarchy
h. constitutional

government
i. cabinet
j. oligarchy


